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Abstract
Wilson Special Collections Library recently concluded a year-long project in which staff
interviewed 10 genealogists who are focused on African American family history. We wanted to
be in conversation with this audience because we are exploring how we can improve our finding
aids and catalog records to facilitate the research experience of genealogists who are specifically
interested in tracing family history to before 1865 in the United States.

Wilson Library has a large collection of slavery era family papers that document the lives of
enslaved and free Black people. Description of these materials in finding aids and catalog
records historically has privileged the lives and perspectives of the white families represented in
the collections; moreover, this description typically was created with a scholarly audience in
mind. Slavery was to be studied as an institution, but the humanity of individual enslaved people
was rarely recognized.

We hoped that these interviews would inform our process for repairing exclusionary language
and redressing unbalanced representation in finding aids and catalog records, but we learned so
much more. The interviewees generously shared about their research processes and experiences
and made recommendations for how libraries could re-center this audience as we think about not
only finding aid language and remediation, but also outreach, researcher experience, digitization
priorities, database construction, connection building across collections, catalog navigation, and
content warnings. This presentation will share suggestions that will be of interest to repositories
with slavery era and other collections that document marginalized and underrepresented groups.
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